Suppose You Had Blocks within a Notebook
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Abstract
Computational notebooks have been gaining prominence as a development environment suitable for non-experienced developers. However, it requires proficiency in writing syntactically and semantically correct code. In this article, we propose integrating a block-based approach into computational notebooks to prevent syntactical errors and ease the non-expert developers’ adoption. Furthermore, we rely on two tools previously implemented (Bacatá and Kogi) to (i) create a computational notebook for Domain-Specific Languages and (ii) generate a block-based representation upon the language definition. Consequently, our approach does not exclusively focus on integrating a block-based environment into computational notebooks but on enabling the creation and integration of domain-specific block-based environments into notebooks. Future work concerns the evaluation of our proposal through a user study.
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1 Introduction
End-User Programming (EUP) is a field of the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) domain that studies the methods and technologies that enable people to customize their software [18]. Such customization can be achieved at different levels and involve diverse artifacts such as programming languages, Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), Read-Eval-Print Loop (REPLs), development frameworks, Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs), and Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs).

Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) are small languages tailored to specific problems in a concrete domain. They use domain concepts rather than programming concepts [21, 32]. In this manner, DSLs provide domain experts with a higher level of abstraction that enable them to write their software. Due to this, DSLs have been gaining prominence [5], increasing the number of non-programmers that are developing software [27]. DSLs and their tooling are created by language engineers through Language Workbenches (LWB) [8, 9], while computational notebooks have allowed non-experienced developers to write, document, and execute their code within a single document. For this reason, they have gained popularity among data scientists, journalists, and statisticians.

In this scenario, this paper presents Noteblocks, a computational notebook that uses block-based syntax as a graphical input to write code. The advantages of Block-based-environments are well known (e.g., preventing syntax errors and reducing implementation times). Taking that into account, our proposal’s novelty lies in generating the block-based representation of a DSL and integrating it into a computational notebook environment. This will be done almost for free and will rely entirely in the language definition.

2 Context
This section briefly describes computational notebooks and Block-based environments. It presents two tools regarding DSLs, one that integrates them with computational notebooks, and other one that generates a block-based interface for them.

2.1 Computational Notebooks
Computational notebooks are cell-based documents that allow users to interleave documentation and code. Figure 1 shows an example of a notebook in which the first cell (documentation cell) contains prose written in Markdown; the second cell (code cell) contains executable Python code, and below the code cell it shows the corresponding result (output cell) of running the code. In general, notebooks have lowered the entry barrier to programming for novices [28]. Nowadays there are more than 60 notebook platforms [17] and one of the most popular is the Jupyter project [16] with
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millions of users [29]. Computational notebooks have become a prominent End-user programming tool where users can quickly run and test their prototypes using code in an exploratory programming setting. However, most notebook platforms have built-in support for popular general-purpose languages (e.g., Python, JavaScript, and R, among others), and adding support for new languages in them, even if possible, is time-consuming and cumbersome.

Figure 1. Example of a cell execution in Jupyter computational notebook

2.2 Block-Based Environments

Block-based environments are visual programming environments that use jigsaw-like elements to represent language constructs; in them, code constructs are manipulated as pieces of a puzzle. One of the most popular and successful Block-based environments is Scratch [26], an educational tool for teaching children how to program. Indeed, thanks to their friendly, intuitive graphical interface and interaction design, they have become a prominent alternative to lower the entry barrier to programming [2]. They offer a what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) experience, which means that the developer or the end-user does not need to know the complete syntax of the language in order to program. Although these environments require some knowledge of the code constructs to build a program, such knowledge is less specialized and more suitable for non-technical users [1, 6]. Nevertheless, for the computational notebooks, supported languages are limited, and creating new block-based environments requires significant effort and technical proficiency. For DSLs, it is even more challenging due to the small development teams. Figure 2 shows a block-based language developed with Google Blockly, a client-side library for creating block-based environments.

2.3 Kogi and Bacatá

Kogi and Bacatá are tools that allow language engineers to reuse existing language definitions to generate programming environments for DSLs in a generic fashion. On the one hand, Kogi [34] is a tool for describing and deriving block-based environments from context-free grammars using the Rascal [15] Language Workbench (LWB) and Blockly. Kogi performs five operations: takes a DSL written in Rascal’s built-in grammar formalism; preprocesses it to eliminate disambiguation constructs and inline chain rules; maps the grammar to the constructs available in the Blocky environment; customizes the appearance of the Blocks based on the preferences defined by the language engineer; and generates the corresponding Blocky representation. One of Kogi’s key strengths is that it reuses existing language definitions to offer a new UI for the language almost for free.

On the other hand, Bacatá [20] is a language-parametric tool for generating notebook interfaces for DSLs. It takes as input the syntax definition of the language expressed as context-free grammar and a Read-Eval-Print Loop (REPL) interpreter definition to generate a Jupyter kernel. This kernel is generated by reusing existing language components such as syntaxes (concrete and abstract), parsers, type checkers, code generators, and interpreters. In this manner, Bacatá allows language engineers to offer their users the possibility to use their DSL within a Jupyter notebook, using code cells or command line scripts managed by the REPL.

These two approaches are possible by using meta-programming tools and techniques [23], and are part of an existing research topic on programming environment generation [3, 7, 13, 25, 31]. When used together, Kogi and Bacatá give rise to Noteblocks, which is our approach to generate a block-based interface for a DSL that can be executed within a computational interface. In the next section, we will describe the Noteblocks architecture and implementation in detail.

3 Noteblocks

As mentioned in the previous section, Computational notebooks have become a prominent End-user programming tool where users can quickly run and test their code prototypes in an exploratory programming setting. However, using them requires semantically and syntactically proficiency in the chosen programming language. Additionally, just a small set of general purpose programming languages are supported, and integrating a language is technically challenging and time spending.

Visual languages, as block-based environments, provide a friendly and intuitive graphical interface through which users can implement code without facing syntax issues. One of their major benefits is that developers do not need to
memorize the language’s syntax since they are always available in the block-based editor toolbox. Consequently, this characteristic has significantly lowered the entry barriers to programming.

In this scenario, our proposal aims to merge the best of both worlds which is to create a cost-efficient tool to support using DSLs in a widely adopted exploratory programming setup. For this purpose, Noteblocks proposes a generative approach that builds upon previous work where the language definition is used as input to generate and reuse existing language components. In this section, we describe our solution architecture and how the integration with the Jupyter front-end was implemented. Then we illustrate a running example.

3.1 Overall Architecture
Noteblocks has three main components: Kogi, Bacatá, and a Jupyter front-end extension. While Kogi and Bacatá are implemented using Rascal, the front-end extension is implemented within the Jupyter development environment using JavaScript. Figure 3 shows Noteblocks’s general architecture.

As outlined in the previous section, the initial input artifacts are the language definition (grammar) and a REPL interpreter. Kogi takes the language definition to derive a Block-Based Editor (marked as BBE in Figure 3). Bacatá, apart from the definition, uses the definition of an interpreter, expressed as a REPL interface, to generate the Jupyter Kernel. In this regard, language engineers can reuse an existing interpreter or develop a new one.1 Also, sequential languages 2 are preferred to generate the kernel.

![Figure 3. Noteblocks’s architecture](https://surfdrive.surf.nl/files/index.php/s/UVzhV2QcEfj4Lf6)

The Blocks2text module transforms the block-based programs into a textual representation suitable to be parsed by the corresponding language parser. Without this transformation, communication between Kogi and Bacatá would not be possible.

3.2 Jupyter’s Notebook Front-End Extension
The implementation of Noteblocks was achieved upon customizing the Jupyter notebook front-end in two ways: first, by adding block-based support, and second, by executing block-based programs. To that end, a Jupyter extension was developed in which a button called Tile view (as shown in Figure 4) was graphically added on top of code cells. By clicking that button, the representation of the code in the cell switches from text-based to block-based and vice-versa. From the development point of view, the block-based editing support was implemented through Google Blockly [10], embedding it into the Jupyter notebook code cell view. These changes allowed Noteblocks to read Kogi’s generated block-based environment and render it as part of the input cell within a notebook.

As described in the previous subsection, the Blocks2text module is fundamental in transforming the block-based programs into text, so that the language’s interpreter can be completely reused. In this way, the text is sent back to the language’s interpreter in Rascal, that knows how to execute the code snippet and what to retrieve back to the graphical interface. This feature is interesting because language engineers do not need to have different versions of the interpreter depending on the front-end (text-based or block-based); a single interpreter works for both UIs.

3.3 Running Example: Pico
To evaluate our approach, we used Pico, a small programming language (similar to the While language [22]) commonly used to teach programming languages semantics. Therefore, we reused an existing Rascal implementation of Pico [24]. Based on this implementation, Noteblocks received the grammar as input, and Kogi generated the block-based environment. Then, using the grammar and the REPL, Bacatá generated the Jupyter kernel. In this process, Noteblocks was responsible for loading the block-based environment into Jupyter when the notebook started. Technically speaking, the block-based environment is a JavaScript file containing the definition of the blocks and their associated toolbox.

Once the components were deployed and executed, a Pico notebook was opened. In the Jupyter default front-end interface, a code cell was added to every code cell, as described in the previous subsection. Figure 5 shows the Pico program implemented using the block-based notation within a code cell in the Jupyter computational notebook. Additionally, a full video on how the environment looked like is available online.3 After the users executed the code cell, the output

---

1Development of REPL-interfaces is part of the language design, and there are some crucial considerations when deriving a REPL interpreter [30].

2A sequential language is a language in which the concatenation of two valid programs is also a valid program [30].

3<https://surfdrive.surf.nl/files/index.php/s/UVzhV2QcEfj4L6>
was displayed in the default output cell as when executing text-based code snippets.

Figure 5. Block-based program implemented within a Jupyter notebook using Noteblocks

4 Discussion and Future Work

End-user programming has received much attention in the last decade for empowering non-technical people (e.g., end-users and novice users) from different domains and backgrounds to develop software. Since the number of end-users significantly outnumber professional programmers [27], the impact of EUP could be huge.

Block-based environments provide a good interface for end-users to experiment with a language and to focus on what their programs should do, instead of their syntax. However, Block-based interfaces might not be effective for experienced users. Also, this metaphor might not be suited for all languages as discussed by Verano et al.[33], but more research is needed to determine what languages are the most appropriate to offer this type of interface. One important element is that thanks to the use of language workbenches, Noteblocks offers an alternative programming environment to the traditional textual IDE settings. This means, that language engineers have a single language definition and they obtain almost for free notebooks with block-based notation. If the block-based notation is not suitable for the language, engineers can use only Bacatáto obtain a notebook environment.

One of the limitations of the current approach is that each code cell contains a block-based workspace, which might have consequences in terms of browser’s performance when the number of code cells increases. Moreover, from the usability point of view, the current approach is not optimal since the visual nature of the block-based editors requires more space than text-based code editors. Therefore, further research is required to evaluate the current approach and find solutions to address this issue without redesigning the whole notebook experience.

5 Related Work

Computational notebooks involve diverse domains such as end-user programming, exploratory programming, live programming, and literate computing. This section presents research on the customization and adoption of computational notebooks in diverse domains and contexts.

Kery et al. [14] extended computational notebooks with a new API that enables new forms of interactive graphical data tools that seamlessly translate to code. Therefore, these tools can represent themselves as both code and GUI as needed. Specifically, the authors implemented six example notebook widgets (table, plot, image, confusion, api, datasplit, and save) to support data scientists on tasks ranging from machine learning to visualization support. This approach aims to provide richer interactions and more context-aware support tailored to a data analyst’s specific workflow. Furthermore, a study conducted with nine professionals evidenced that the GUI makes suggested operations understandable to novice users, who may not yet be familiar with machine learning best practices. This work is particularly relevant to our proposal because it integrates the hybrid editor concept into the computational notebook environment. Indeed, Noteblocks is partially motivated by the author’s willingness to see more HCI systems work in these intersections to support data workers and programmers in the coming years.

In the context of the Jupyter framework, Verano et al. [35] developed a language parametric notebook generator for Domain-Specific Languages (DSL). The authors aimed to enable language engineers to quickly implement Jupyter language kernels for their DSLs by reusing, as much as possible, existing language components, such as parsers, code generators, and Read-Eval-Print Loops (REPLs). By providing generic hooks for registering language services, the authors could hide the low-level complexity of Jupyter’s wire protocol. Thus, implementing a notebook interface for a DSL becomes a matter of writing a few lines of code. In the same vein, Verano et al. [19] has recently discussed the possibility of defining widgets within computational notebooks to provide direct insights into the program state graphically. The authors present an execution graph widget and a variable watcher widget. The first widget enables users to navigate the results (configurations) obtained after executing the notebook cells, and the second enables them to reveal the entire execution state and history to the user.

Head et al. [11] introduce a set of code gathering tools and extensions to computational notebooks aimed for helping analysts to find, clean, recover, and compare versions of code in cluttered inconsistent notebooks. After conducting a qualitative usability study with 12 experienced analysts, the authors
determined that their presented tools were found helpful in cleaning notebooks and generating personal documentation and lightweight versioning.

Yin et al. [36] describes CyberGIS-Jupyter, a framework for performing data-intensive, reproducible, and scalable geospatial analytics using the Jupyter Notebook. The authors’ goal was to reach agility and reproducibility in geospatial analytics. In their proposal, instead of developing customized and web-based GUI interfaces that require professional skills, the authors relied on using a Jupyter notebook as a GUI development platform. Specifically, they developed a set of utilities to support CyberGIS operations, using a Jupyter Interactive Widgets library. Furthermore, the authors used container virtualization technologies to record and reproduce computational environments with the exact versions of all external libraries. This way, the framework allows researchers to share and build on each other’s work in a large-scale geospatial analytics setup.

Chen et al. [4] presents an approach of mixing graphical user interfaces for defining image processing pipelines with computational notebooks. This approach uses node diagrams as visual input for the code cells of the notebook. However, this approach does not offer a generic solution for other languages to use this notation. Similarly, Homer and Noble [12] introduced Tiled Grace, a hybrid editor that allows users to edit their programs using blocks or text in the same environment; however, this approach is not integrated within a computational notebook setting nor offers a generic mechanism to be reused by other languages.

6 Conclusion

Noteblocks shows that it is possible to merge both approaches, namely computational notebooks, and block-based environments. The result is a single language parametric tool that aims to improve the end-users experience; all this with a low effort for developers, thanks to the generative approach. Also, as shown in this article, Noteblocks allows language engineers to quickly prototype and test new tools. This allows DSLs to keep the pace of new tooling commonly developed only for popular General Purpose Programming Languages (GPLs). Thanks to the generative approach, developers can get a notebook with blocks as input almost for free. The effort required to use Noteblocks is minimal if the language’s definition and its interpreter are already defined, and the latter belongs to the class of sequential languages. Finally, offering more friendly tooling for end-users not only improves the productivity of end-users but also improves the adoption of DSLs by offering popular tools commonly available only for popular GPLs that have proven to reduce the entry barrier to programming for DSLs.

Computational notebooks are popular among different communities, such as professional developers, data scientists, domain experts, and novice programmers, because they have lowered the entry barrier to programming compared to traditional programming environments (professional IDEs) requiring a compile-edit-run loop. However, it is still possible to enrich the end-user’s programming experience by enabling different notations for creating programs (e.g., using GUIs together with code). Moreover, it is crucial to help users create programs, but it is also essential to help users understand their program execution cycles. Therefore, in future work, we want also to study how to offer better feedback to end-users so that they can achieve their tasks and reduce their cognitive load by revealing the underlying system’s state.
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